An experimental study of plasma distributions in a 2.45 GHz hydrogen discharge operated at 100 Hz repetition rate is presented. Ultrafast photography, time integrated visible light emission spectra, time resolved Balmer-alpha emission, time resolved Fulcher Band emission, ion species mass spectra, and time resolved ion species fraction measurements have been implemented as diagnostic tools in a broad range of plasma conditions. Results of plasma distributions and optical emissions correlated with H 
I. INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen discharges at 2.45 GHz are one of the most popular plasmas for ion sources in a wide range of application fields from accelerators to industry. [1] [2] [3] Recent results demonstrate the capabilities of 2.45 GHz plasma sources for producing intense beams of molecular hydrogen ions 4, 5 attracting the interest on these devices for manifold applications. 6, 7 Several plasma distributions where visible light emission suggests different dynamics of the H + , H + 2 , and H + 3 populations have been reported. 8, 9 Thus, visible light spectroscopy has been recently proposed as a non-invasive qualitative diagnostic for monitoring the plasma species fraction during ion source operation in a 2.45 GHz hydrogen plasma discharge. 10 We report herein a study of the H + , H + 2 , and H + 3 current correlated with visible filtered, Balmer-α and Fulcher band emissions, and plasma distributions recently observed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The plasma source dimensions and characteristics have been presented in Ref.
11. An extraction electrode system and a Wien filter ion velocity analyzer with optical measurement capability have been used to perform the study. Figure 1 shows a half-section view of the experiment where the most important blocks can be seen: Plasma source + extraction, Wien filter, and Faraday's cup. Note the axial line of sight along the axis of the system. The characteristics and performance of the setup are described in detail in Ref. 10 extract currents in the order of 1 mA analyzing the beam in two acquisition modes: spectrum or ion species evolution.
In the spectrum mode, the Wien filter can obtain spectra of (singly charged) ion mass in a range between 1 and 20 amu. This operation mode is designed to be used by obtaining data from different consecutive pulses. The timing for the data acquisition must be specified. Once the spectrum is obtained and the ion species are identified, the voltages corresponding to each species can be used in the ion species evolution mode. In this mode, the system can acquire current vs. time signals for selected voltages allowing to obtain the temporal response of each ion species with 1 µs resolution. The plasma electrode, extraction system, and Wien filter were designed using the IBSimu code.
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III. RESULTS
A comprehensive study of the H + , H (486.1 nm), and Fulcher band emission (around 600 nm) was conducted. The Balmer-α and Fulcher band signals were obtained using band pass filters (Thorlabs models FB488-10 with 488 nm central wavelength and 10 nm bandpass region and FB600-40 with 600 nm central wavelength and 40 nm bandpass region) and a photomultiplier tube. The study was carried out covering the full range of operation parameters where stable plasma distributions (Column, Hourglass, Slug, Fullchamber, Ring, Flower, YinYang, and Donut) are created and mainly determined by the magnetic field profile as previously reported. 8, 9 Pictures obtained with a regular camera are included in the following figures to facilitate the association with the corresponding plasma distributions. Incoming and reflected microwave powers were also measured to include the coupling characteristics. Figure 2 shows a data arrangement for the two most significant parameter sets resulting to Column plasma distributions. Each row shows the ion spectrum obtained at the middle of the pulse (steady state stage), the coupling evolution by incoming and reflected power signals, the temporal evolution of light signals for visible, Balmer-α, and Fulcher band, and the normalized temporal evolution of ion species currents for H + , H + 2 , and H + 3 . Case (a) corresponds to a high intensity light emission with a reasonable power coupling factor of 50% and (b) to a poor intensity case with a low coupling of 5%. In case (a), the H + is predominant but H Figure 3 shows a similar data arrangement for the Hourglass plasma distribution. The predominance of H + production is shown with coupling factors of about 40%-45%. The similarity of optical signals respect to ion currents is remarkable even during the transients. Figure 4 shows data for the Slug plasma distribution. Although both cases present a H + predominance, (a) has a coupling factor of 70% while (b) barely reaches 10%. The inversion of ratio between H + 2 and H + 3 and the considerable breakdown transient peak (in both light and current signals) for case (b) respect to (a) could be related to the coupling characteristics. The breakdown times and couplings suggest different ionization dynamics between for each case. However, the connection between ion currents and light signals is remarkable even during the breakdown transients. Figure 5 shows data from the Fullchamber plasma distribution. It presents a H + predominance with coupling factor around 50%. The follow-up between ion currents and light signals is again observable with exception of the fast pulse (less than 20 µs) during the breakdown for the H + 2 current that is not reflected in the Fulcher band signal. Figure 6 shows data from the Ring plasma distribution. Although coupling factors of 40% are similar for both cases, the ratios of ion currents appear to be quite different. While the spectrum of case (a) presents a typical dominance of H + , the production of H It is also noticeable the long time required for breakdown in the case (a) where almost 400 µs are recorded in contrast with 50-80 µs for the other cases. Table I shows the peak values of the ion species currents obtained during the steady state stage corresponding to ion spectra of figures.
IV. DISCUSSION
The experiments reveal a strong temporal correlation between ion species and optical emissions as has been proposed by the authors in previous works. 9, 10 The measurements clearly show that Balmer-α emission could be used as a representative signal of proton population in the plasma and the Fulcher band signal as a representative indication of molecular H + 2 and H + 3 ions' production. Moreover, the influence of the plasma distributions on the current species and its ratios is also demonstrated.
On the other hand, these results help to complete previous studies of Balmer-α and Fulcher band spatial distributions during plasma transients and steady-state stages 8, 9 that show how the molecular dissociation and atom excitation dynamics take place in time and space. An interesting example is the case of Column configuration shown in Fig. 2(b) where a low microwave coupling under a low gradient of magnetic field with a half-resonance (B EC R /2) surface practically placed in the middle of the plasma chamber 8 produces a remarkable ratio inversion with relative high H + 3 production. In addition, Ring and YingYang distributions show in Figs. 6(b) and 7(b) also inverted ratios where molecular ions dominate the spectra under a magnetic field topology completely out of resonance 8 (with typical values around 60 mT) and low light intensity emission. Taking into account that the measurements were carried out on the axis and the plasma distributions for the late cases have pronounced radial profiles, the results suggest also unsuspected ion species radial distributions.
Moreover, are also noticeable the peaks of ion production during the breakdown process where H + 2 is remarkable for Column in Fig. 2(b) , Hourglass in Fig. 3 , Slug in Fig. 4(b) , Fullchamber in Fig. 5 , Ring in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), Flower in Fig. 7(b) , and YinYang in Fig. 7(c) . These peaks are variable in duration between 20 and 100 µs and reach currents more than two times higher respect to values shown in Table I .
However, for the range of experimental conditions under study, the data suggest that the inversion of fraction ratios between protons and molecular ions is associated to a drop in the proton production for determined plasma configurations.
Finally, the ion species ratio behaviors reported here open a lot of questions about the temporal and spatial dynamics of the Electron and Ion Energy Distribution Functions (EEDF and IEDFs) during transients and steady-state stages for this kind of plasma. The understanding of such dynamics may lead to some plasma tuning technical approaches for a wide range of applications.
